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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns a DMl given a Troubleman for making threatening comments, failing to
report for work as instructed, and being late for work without calling in.
Facts of the Case
On February 14, 2007 the grievant requested funeral leave to attend the services of a coworker's spouse scheduled for Sunday, February 18 at 1 p.m. The grievant was scheduled
to work 2 - 10 p.m. The Supervisor told him he could have the time off but to report following
the services, the Supervisor would ask the Troubleman on the prior shift to stay over on
overtime. On February 15, the employee asked for the full shift, the Supervisor agreed to
four hours but not the entire shift. The employee left two inappropriate voice mails on the
Supervisor's phone; he also left one of them on the home phone. The messages were
insubordinate, disrespectful, and threatening. The Supervisor's wife overheard the message
left on the home phone, felt threatened and concerned for the family's safety.
On February 16, the grievant discussed the time-off request with his Shop Steward who
reported the comments to the Supervisor because he considered them serious and felt he,
had a duty to act. These comments were overheard by a second Troubleman. Specifically,
the grievant stated that the Supervisor and Manager:
"would find themselves laying on the ground looking up at the stars and that our
teeth would be laying around us and that we would never know where this might
happen and that it could even be some of his friends that would make this happen."

The Troubleman indicated the grievant further stated he knew where the Supervisor lived as
he's seen him at the store before and would be able to find him. These comments were
reported to Corporate Security. The grievant denied making direct or indirect threatening
comments.
The grievant did not attend the funeral and did not report for work. He left a voice message
that he was sick, bleeding ulcer acting up due to stress. The grievant acknowledges the
Supervisor gave him a direct order to report for the second half of his shift, by 6 p.m.
On February 22, 2007 the grievant was 1 X hour late for work. He reported for work, citing
traffic problems, after the Supervisor left message for him inquiring as to his whereabouts.
Discussion
Union argued that the grievant's comments were being blown out of proportion, that he was
just blowing off steam and not serious; that the comments were not made directly to the
Supervisor; that the grievant was understandably upset that he was being required to report
for work after the funeral services when he thought he would be too distracted to work.
Company responded that the grievant made inappropriate comments to the Supervisor as
well both at work and at home. Further, just because the comments were not made directly
to the Supervisor does not mean they are any less serious or that discipline isn't warranted.
It would also appear that the employee's visit to the hospital was to cover his preplanned
absence and failure to attend the funeral, a resort to self-help.
The PRC noted that threatening behavior and comments cannot be tolerated in the
workplace, the company communicates annually to all employees about not creating a
hostile work environment, and we are all accountable for our actions.
Decision
The Pre-Review -Committee is in agreement that the DML was for just cause. This case is
closed without adjustment.
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